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Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)
Ø Designed for low-cost, medium data rate applications by Philips in the early 1980’s
§ Original purpose: connect a CPU to peripheral chips in a TV-set
§ Today: a de-facto standard for 2-wire communications
§ Since October 10, 2006, no licensing fees are required to implement the I²C protocol. However, 

fees are still required to obtain I²C slave addresses allocated by NXP (acquired Philips).

Ø Characteristics
§ Serial, byte-oriented
§ Multi-master, multi-slave
§ Two bidirectional open-drain lines, plus ground
o Serial Data Line (SDA)

o Serial Clock Line (SCL)

o SDA and SCL need to pull up with resistors 
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Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)

Serial data line 

Serial clock line 

Ø SDA and SCL have to be open-drain
§ Connected to positive if the output is 1
§ In high impedance state if the output is 0

Ø Each Device has an unique address (7, 10 or 16 bits).  Address 0 used for broadcast

Ø A master device, such as the RPi, controls the bus, and many addressable slave devices 
can be attached to the same two wires.

Ø Up to 100 kbit/s in the standard mode, up to 400 kbit/s in the fast mode, and up to 3.4 
Mbit/s in the high-speed mode.
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Timing Diagram

Ø A START condition is a high-to-low transition on SDA when SCL is high. 
Ø A STOP condition is a low to high transition on SDA when SCL is high.
Ø The address and the data bytes are sent most significant bit first.
Ø Master generates the clock signal and sends it to the slave during data 

transfer
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Example: Write 1 byte to device register
Ø Master sends a start bit (i.e., it pulls SDA low, while SCL is high).
Ø While the clock toggles, the 7-bit slave address is transmitted one bit at a time.
Ø A read bit (1) or write bit (0) is sent, depending on whether the master wants to read or 

write to/from a slave register.
Ø The slave responds with an acknowledge bit (ACK = 0).
Ø In write mode, the master sends a byte of data one bit at a time, after which the slave 

sends back an ACK bit. To write to a register, the register address is sent, followed by 
the data value to be written.

Ø Finally, to conclude communication, the master sends a stop bit (i.e., it allows SDA to 
float high, while SCL is high).
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Example Use
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Multiple Masters

Ø “Wired-AND” bus: A sender can pull the lines to low, even if other senders are trying to drive 
the lines to high

Ø In single master systems, arbitration is not needed.
Ø Arbitration for multiple masters: 
§ During data transfer, the master constantly checks whether the SDA voltage level matches what it has sent. 
§ When two masters generate a START setting concurrently, the first master which detects SDA low while it has 

actually intended to set SDA high will lose the arbitration and let the other master complete the data transfer.
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Clock Synchronization
Ø Clock synchronization is needed when there are 

multiple masters.
Ø Wired-AND connection for clock synchronization
§ Each master has a counter. Counter resets if SCL goes 

LOW.  When the counter counts down to zero, the 
master releases SCL and thus SCL goes high.

§ SCL remains LOW if any master pulls it LOW.
§ When all masters concerned have counted off their 

LOW period, the clock line is released and goes HIGH. 
§ After going high, all masters start counting their HIGH 

periods. The first master to complete its HIGH period 
pulls the SCL line LOW again.

Source: I2C 
Specifications
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Working Modes
Ø Master-sender
§ Master issues START and ADDRESS,  and then transmits data to the addressed slave device

Ø Master-receiver
§ Master issues START and ADDRESS,  and receives data from the addressed slave device

Ø Slave-sender
§ Master issues START and the ADDRESS of the slave, and then the slave sends data to the master

Ø Slave-receiver
§ Master issues START and the ADDRESS of the slave, and then the slave receives data from the master.
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Is it better than SPI?
Ø SPI requires 4 lines
Ø SPI allows only one Master
Ø SPI allows high data rate (clock rate up to 10MHz in some 

devices) full duplex connections
Ø In SPI, the slave devices are not addressable (CS line used)
Ø More Information:
§ https://www.i2c-bus.org/specification/
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LIS3DH Connections to RPi
Ø Pi 3V3 to sensor Vin
Ø Pi GND to sensor GND
Ø Pi SCL to sensor SCL
Ø Pi SDA to sensor SDA
Ø Pi GPIO6 to sensor INT (or use any other free digital I/O 

pin)
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Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART)

Ø Universal
§ Programmable format, speed, etc.

Ø Asynchronous
§ Sender provides no clock signal to receivers

Ø Half Duplex
Ø Any node can initiate communication
Ø Two lanes are independent of each other
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Data Frame

Ø Sender and receiver uses the same transmission speed (10% clock 
shift/difference is tolerated)

Ø Data frame
§ One start bit
§ Data (LSB first or MSB, and size of 7, 8, 9 bits)
§ Optional parity bit 
§ One or two stop bit
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Baud Rate
Ø Historically used in telecommunication to represent the number of 

pulses physically transferred per second
Ø In digital communication, baud rate is the number of bits physically 

transferred per second
Ø Example:
§ Baud rate is 9600 
§ each frame: a start bit, 8 data bits, a stop bit, and no parity bit. 
§ Transmission rate of actual data 
o 9600/8 = 1200 bytes/second
o 9600/(1 + 8 + 1) = 960 bytes/second

§ The start and stop bits are the protocol overhead
14
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Error Detection
Ø Even Parity: total number of “1” bits in data and parity is even 
Ø Odd Parity: total number of “1” bits in data and parity is odd
Ø Example:  Data = 10101011 (five “1” bits)
§ The parity bit should be 0 for odd parity and 1 for even parity

Ø This can detect single-bit data corruption
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Transmitting 0x32 and 0x3C

16
1 start bit, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits,  no parity,  baud rate = 9600
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USB Layers
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USB Connection

Ø Four shielded wires:  two for power (+5V, ground), two for data (D+, D-)
Ø D+ and D- are twisted to cancel external electromagnetic interference
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Standard A Standard B

Image from wiki.com
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USB Physical Layer
Ø Transmitter Block Diagram
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USB PHY
Ø Receiver Block Diagram 
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Simple Differential Signaling
Ø Information is transmitted using two complementary 

signals
Ø Improves reducing noise

Images from wiki


